Dear SaveAlaWaiHarbor.com supporters and friends
Hawaii Legislators, Senators Moriwaki, Fevela and Kahele

Early in his administration governor IGE travelled to asia spreading the
word that Hawaii was now for sale. Our governor met with a “Developer”
and others engaged in a conspiracy to defraud the people of the state of
Hawaii by devising and engaging in a plan to privatize Hawaii Public Trust
lands in areas near the Developer’s projects to enhance the value of those
projects, where asian investors could launder money, by purchasing units
in the Developer’s projects.
The governor and others in his administration, in furtherance of this
conspiracy empowered DLNR employee Ed Underwood’s to hire his friend,
Ms. Anu Hittle to write a knowingly untrue and degrading report, the
“Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation Charting the Course of Ocean
Recreation” (Report) dated January 12, 2018 about the Ala Wai Small Boat
Harbor (AWSBH) which was and became the plan to privatize Ala Wai
Harbor.
This Report would be used by the governor and DLNR to influence the
Legislature to authorize a Request for Proposals (RFP) to privatize AWSBH
using the non bid contract provisions (less than $100,000) to make
sure the right people got the state contracts to further this
conspiracy.
Underwood, on June 1, 2017 contracted with recent mainland transplant,
Ms. Anu Hittle for $97,834 and Suzanne Case entered into a $99,000
contract with DLT, a company owned and managed by state senator
Donovan Dela Cruz to further this conspiracy by holding sham “public”
hearings which were not attended by DLNR officials and did not allow the
public in opposition to ask questions or make statements for the record.
DTL made false reports and minutes to the Legislature in furtherance of this
conspiracy to defraud the good people of the state of Hawaii and convert
our public trust assets for private use, a violation of state and federal law.

Hittle would state in emails to her friend and co conspirator, DLNR
administrator Ed Underwood on Friday, December 29, 2017 at 5:15 pm.
(the last work day of the year), “It looks like AWSBH will be under water
in the future”.
Hittle had been informed by Sam Lemmo, a researcher at the University of
Hawaii Sea Level rise portal that she needed to look at the data as it
applies to Ala Wai Harbor.
Hittle and Underwood would mention the “Developer” in emails between
them as they conspired to exclude from their Report material facts,
including but not limited to sea level rise that they knew would negatively
affect the Legislature and their their long term planning for Ala Wai Harbor.
Underwood responds to Hittle “we can let the Developer know, we can
always put in floating docks”.
Hittle replies “We can retreat or elevate, there is no beach at AWSBH so no
erosion concerns”. Actually there is a beach at Ala Wai Harbor, public
access for the “bowls” surf spot frequented by hundreds of local surfers
almost every day. If Hittle actually went to the harbor while writing her
Report, she would have known this fact.
Hittle adds “I’ll ad it to the RFP”.
Hittle would then exclude any reference to sea level rise and “AWSBH
will be under water in the future” in her Report to the Legislature, 10
days later. Underwood actively edited Hittle’s Report.
Hittle was never contracted or authorized to write the RFP. Hittle tailored
her Report to the Legislature, never once writing anything about sea level
rise and its affect on this public asset that Hittle, Underwood, Ige, Case, the
Developer and others wanted the Legislature to approve for privatization.
Hittle excluded this material fact from her report at the request of DLNR
administrator Ed Underwood.
Hittle was rewarded with a full time job with the State where she continues
to be employed. The governor his campaign contributions increased. We

are informed and believe that Underwood and others are the subject of a
federal investigation that is ongoing.
The Developer submitted a
proposal under the RFP.

